
DESCRIPTION OF THE 
FRENCH WEEK



INTRODUCTION

The 2nd short term mobility for students will take place in France, Brive la
Gaillarde at the Lycée Bahuet. During this mobility students will get familiar
with the causes of migrations.



FIRST DAY

All delegations are expected to arrive to their hotel in the Franciscan
Communauty. There will be a first contact with the host school.



DAY TWO

The french school will welcome the partner schools with a ceremony so as to
get acquainted with each other. There will be ice-breaking and presentations
of the participants.



Then each school have to present the migration in its country between 1919 
and 1939. In the afternoon, The guided tour of the historic center of Brive and 
the Edmond Michelet Museum will be a chance to improve their linguistic skills 
and learn more about migration.



DAY THREE

During the 3rd day, we will go to discover Oradour-sur-Glane, martyr village
where villagers and refugees were killed by the Nazis, and the museum of
resistance in Limoges. This will be an opportunity to discover testimonies of
migrants from the period 39-45.



DAY FOUR

We will spend the day in The Fondation Claude Pompidou, in Centre des
Monédières Treignac, where young migrants study in hotel school to have a
certificate. We can learn, through their testimonials and a film, more about
them: where did they come from and how did they get there. Our students will
be made aware of the difficulties of these young people.



DAY FIVE

During the 5th day, we will discover Bordeaux city where there are a lot of
migrants. We will discover the city in the morning. In the afternoon, we will go
to the CADA (Reception Center for Asylum Seekers) welcomes and hosts
asylum seekers waiting for a decision on their application for international
protection. This will be an opportunity to discover this association, its role and
to know a little more about asylum seekers



DAY SIX

During the 6th day, when meeting the Franciscan Community of Saint Antoine
living nearby, the partners will get a insight of the notions of social inclusion
and inter-cultural dialogue. During distinct workshops, they will learn how the
migrants were helped thanks to a long tradition of hospitality.

Then will close this week with a ceremony.


